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titan

Car Wash

R+M Nr.   
106 995 586 1.0 l 0.86 kg 1/12
106 995 587 2.0 l 0.89 kg 1/12

Symbols   weight   height   diameter   packing unit   volume

Sprayer

titan

AXEL

Titan is a modern and comfortable knapsack 
sprayer viton seals.
Titan knapsack is designed to make their  
exploitation and operation easy and comfortable. 
The lever can be adapted to either side of the 
sprayer to suit both right and left hand operators.
Equipment:
  telescopic wand 75-135 cm
   light-weight, hermetic (no-hole at the base) 

tank
  transparent walls with a scale
  strong, durable base
   high efficient pump with glass balls inside the 

piston
   2 nozzles with regulation of stream angle  

MR 1.5 (1.5 mm), MR 1.0 (1.0 mm)
  push-in valve (thumb control for instant on/off)
  safety valve
  in line filter
  reinforced PCV hose 130 cm
  extra spare parts and silicone smear enclosed

R+M Nr.  H x W x D  
106 995 312 3.6 kg 610 x 400 x 150 mm 12 l 1
106 995 316 4.2 kg 610 x 410 x 180 mm 16 l 1
106 995 320 4.4 kg 610 x 410 x 205 mm 20 l 1

After being filled (up to 2/3 l) and short pumping 
(up to 4 bar), the AXEL foam sprayer is immedi-
ately ready for use. Three more foam nozzles are 
included in the scope of supply. Depending on 
the foam carpet to be generated, they can be 
changed quickly. This is why this sprayer is unique 
in terms of its various fields of use. Thanks to the 
EPDM seals, the sprayer is perfectly suitable for a 
large number of cleaning agents/shampoos. 
When removing the foam nozzle inserts, AXEL 
2000/3000 can be used like a normal pressure 
sprayer, too. This is why the AXEL foam sprayers 
are probably the best foam sprayers of this type 
available in the market.
Equipment:
   incl. 3 more foam nozzles with exchangeable 

pads
   EPDM seal kit


